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What is Touge? 
Touge, (or “Tōge”) is the Japanese word referring to the mountain pass. But if you ask any car enthusiast, the 

word means more than just a beautiful view. To us, Touge is the ultimate expression of speed and competition 

spirit, the freedom of the drive and the quintessential spirits of the 90s. 

Popularized through the show “Initial D”, Touge involves two cars chasing one another through the narrow 

mountain passes. It is a form of underground motorsports where the driver’s ego, skill and build are put through 

the gauntlet with unparallel consequences. 

 

The OTAe series will aim to replicate this environment by pushing competitors to compete with each other in a 

double elimination tournament. The essence of Touge is the one-on-one competition of car control, driving skill 

and of course, the zero margin of error. 

The Glossary 
The following terms define different aspect of our series, they are used with the meaning and context provided. 

Run: defined as a single lap of the Touge track with one car leading and the other following. 

Match: defined as the back-to-back runs between two competing drivers with each leading once. drivers are 

scored based on their run results and in the extremely rare case of score tie, a tie-breaker run will be used. 

Tie-Breaker Run: to be used when there is a score tie in a match, each driver is allowed a single time attack lap, 

the faster driver will be crowned the winner of the match. If you crash, you are allowed to resume your lap but 

you must finish. In case of going off-course (Assetto Corsa determines a “cut” has occurred), the other driver will 

simply need to score a completed lap. 

Technical Requirement 
Software: Assetto Corsa in PC, with Content Manager and Custom Shader Patch installed 

Discord must be used, OTA’s channel is https://discord.gg/rtjenvw 

Track: Gunma Cycle Sports Center (Gunsai Touge) 

Designated Car Pool: only the following cars are allowed throughout the entire tournament – 

1) BTG R34 (no restrictions) 

2) Maou S2000 (100kg, 100% restrictor)  

https://discord.gg/rtjenvw
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3) FEED RX-7 (100kg, 100% restrictor)  

4) Emfini E92 (no restrictions)  

5) NSX-R GT (no restrictions) 

6) Overdriven EVO 6 TME (no restriction)  

7) DTM E30 (100kg, 100% restrictor)  

8) TW Sil80 (no restriction)  

9) Kanjo EG6 (no restriction) 

Server Setup: 

- 0% damage 

- Personalized car setup is allowed (alignment, pressure, fuel level etc.) 

- Cuts will invalidate your lap, it will be considered a crash 

Our sponsor DriverMod has provided a package download link at 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/10AngI18fV6ift6v9TqA5L1PEWaZzP9ur?usp=sharing 

Open Qualifying 
Open Qualify will occur over the period of one week. In order to qualify, the driver must be registered on 

MotorsportsReg and set a timed lap on the official series server during the week (server stats will be reset at the 

beginning of the Open Qualify round). 

During this stage, driver is not locked to his or her car choice and have the freedom to drive any car from the 

designated pool. The top 42 drivers will advance to round robin. Qualifying round will not be streamed or 

broadcasted. 

Competitor Expectations: 

- Registration on MotorsportsReg 

- Set at least one completed lap on the official Touge server, we will not accept videos or replays 

Round Robin 
Round Robin will see the top 42 drivers from Open Qualifying Round seeded into pools of 6 drivers. The seeding 

will have the top 7 lap time owners spread out to their own group, with the remaining 5 drivers filled out 

randomly to prevent sandbagging. Once the driver pool is decided, a time slot for the group will be assigned 

based on best availability – as a competitor, please be sure to respond to the survey in a timely manner. 

Within the pool, each driver will play a best of 1 match against the rest of the pool members once. 

  Driver A Driver B Driver C Driver D Driver E Driver F 

Driver A   A vs. B A vs. C A vs. D A vs. E A vs. F 

Driver B     B vs. C B vs. D B vs. E B vs. F 

Driver C       C vs. D C vs. D C vs. F 

Driver D         D vs. E D vs. F 

Driver E           E vs. F 

Driver F             

Match win = 2 points, tie = 1 point, lose = 0 point *no tiebreaker runs for Round Robin 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/10AngI18fV6ift6v9TqA5L1PEWaZzP9ur?usp=sharing
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At the end of the Round Robin round, the top 14 drivers in terms of points will move onto the Playoff round. If 

there is any tie in points, a special play-in match will be played. 

Play-in Match: using the Round Robin pool play format, each tied driver will play each other once in a best of 3 

series. A tie-breaker run will be used to resolve any tied matches to award the full points to one driver. This will 

continue until all playoff slots are filled. 

Before the start of the Round Robin, qualified driver must lock in his or her car choice, the specific choice will 

be locked in for the remaining duration of the tournament include the playoff. Round Robin round will not be 

streamed, but it will be broadcasted as a series of commented videos on OTA Youtube channel. 

Competitor Expectations: 

- Be ready and present during your allocated pool play time, a default win will be given to your opponent 

if you are late to show up 

o Online on the official OTA discord channel, with Mic and headphone 

o Online and loaded in the game server pit with your car already configured 

- Stay around after the pool is done for the prize draw is optional, but you will not qualify to win the prize 

if absent 

- A stable internet connection, a single 10 minutes grace period is provided in case of disconnect during a 

run/match. 

Playoff 
Playoff will be livestreamed by our OTA announcer on YouTube. A double elimination playoff bracket format 

will be used and due to the number of matches (27), upper and lower brackets will be played on different days, 

see below for the format and seeding (note the top 2 seeds will have a by in the first round). 

Seeding is determined with the points from Round Robin where tie-breaker is determined by their best 

qualifying round lap time. 
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Upper Bracket day (February 6): series 1-6, 9-12, 19-20 will be played 

Lower Bracket and Finals day (February 7): series 7-8, 13-18, 21-23 will be played first, then the Upper Bracket 

final 24, followed by Lower Bracket final 25, and finally the event final match 26-27 (Upper Bracket finalist need 

to win 1 out of the 2). 

Scoring: 

For each run (see Match Win Condition section below for more details): 

1) follow car catches the lead car but does not pass (final gap < start gap), 1 point; 

2) follow car ties the lead car (final gap = start gap), 0.5 point; 

3) follow car gapped by the lead car (final gap > start gap), 0 point; 

4) follow car passes the lead car, 3 points;  

5) lead or follow car crashes (intentional crash see “Match Disqualification” in Match Logistics), -2 points; 

The driver with the most points by the end of the match wins, if it is a tie – a tie breaker run will be used to 

determine match win. Series (best out of 3 matches) winner must win at least 2 matches. 

Competitor Expectations: 

- Be ready and present during the entire playoff period until you are eliminated, a default win will be 

given to your opponent if you are late to show up 

o Online on the official OTA discord channel, with Mic and headphone 

o Online and loaded in the game server pit with your car already configured 

- A stable internet connection, a single 10 minutes grace period is provided in case of disconnect during a 

run/match. 

Match Logistics 
In a typical match, one car will lead run 1 (in round robin, the order is determined randomly; in the playoff, the 

order is chosen by the higher seed driver) and at the completion of run 1, the other car will lead and 

immediately proceed to start run 2. Race coordination occurs through Discord, both drivers are expected to be 

in the voice channel with mic and headphone but must be muted during the actual run (push to talk will be 

enabled). If there is a tie-breaker run, as confirmed by the race director through Discord, both cars are to be 

pitted and take their run one at a time, starting from the pit area. 
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Staging: drivers are expected to be ready in server pit and Discord voice channel, to be called up for their match 

by the race director through Discord voice channel. In the event of a no-show, opponent will win by default after 

a 5 minutes grace period. 

Match Start: race director will call out in Discord for the match pair, both drivers will then pull up from pit and 

line up on the line/grid area. When both drivers give race director the ready, lead car is allowed to start driving. 

The follower car must leave within 5 seconds of lead car passing “START”, otherwise it is considered a “FALSE 

START” for the follower. Announcer will announce the start gap in meters once the follow car passes “START”. 

If a driver FALSE STARTS, he or she forfeits that run. 

Lead Switch (for Run 2 in a match): it is up to the lead car to slow down after crossing “FINISH” and allow the 

follow car to pass him/her in the “Cooldown/Rejoin” zone to start run 2 – no stopping or pitting. 

Crashes: when a driver crashes in a match (with exception of a tie-breaker run), he/she has immediately lost the 

run. When race director observes this occurring, he will direct both drivers to return to pits and announce the 

result. If there is a second run or tie-breaker run after, it will immediately take place after pitting. 

Match Finish: when the second run is over (completion or crash), race director will direct both drivers to pit. If a 

tie-breaker is required (very rare case) the race director will then instruct driver one at a time to do his one-run 

tie-breaker run. If not, the next match staging will begin. Announcer will announce the final gap in meters, 

compare that to the start gap and crown a run “winner”. 

Match Disqualification: a driver will be disqualified from the match and receive a warning for 1) intentionally 

cause a wreck, 2) false start twice within the same run, 3) unsportsmanlike conduct at the discretion of race 

director. If a driver accumulates 3 warnings, he or she will be disqualified from the tournament. 

Technical Difficulty: in case of a disconnect during the run, one restart will be given provided he/she can 

reconnect within 10 minutes. 

Match Win Condition 
The series utilizes an in-game app called “Battle Distance Meter”. This app measures the distance between the 

observed car and its closest on-track vehicles. It is the race director’s role to call out the start gap and end gap 

during the run in Discord voice channel. 
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It is considered “caught” when the follow car’s gap at “GOAL” is less than its start gap at “START” by more than 

0.2 meters. It is considered “gapped” when the follow car’s distance at “GOAL” is more than its start distance at 

“START” by more than 0.2 meters. Anything in between is considered a “tie”. 

Series Schedule 

 

Key Dates: 

December 29 – January 14: game server open for public practice 

January 15: registration open on MotorsportsReg, it is required for participation 

January 15 – January 21: open qualify where the top 42 lap time set on the server during this time will move 

onto Round Robin 

January 22 – January 31: Round Robin group play 

February 1 – February 5: pre-playoff break, game server will be open for practice 

February 6 – February 7: double elimination playoff to crown the overall winner and runner up 

Prize Pool and Distribution 
We sincerely thank our sponsors for providing the following prizes for the series: 

- HIP Motorsports agreed to provide 15 hours of sim time in house (valued at $1500) and swags (t-shirt, 

hats, etc.) 

- NV Auto agreed to provide 3 evening lapping sessions at TMP 

The prize distribution is as follows: 

Occasion Prize 

Top 3 on the HIP Motorsports Lap Time 
Leaderboard at the end of Qualifying round 

1st Place: 3 hours of free sim time at HIP, HIP t-shirt or hat 
2nd Place: 2 hour of free sim time at HIP, HIP t-shirt or hat  
3rd Place: 50% off 2 hours, or 1 hour of free sim time at HIP, 
HIP t-shirt or hat 

Round Robin pool winners 50% off 2 hours, or 1 hour of free sim time at HIP, HIP t-shirt 
or hat (7 total) 

Random draw of Round Robin pools (2 per 
pool) 

1x non transferrable $20 off coupon for any OTA events in 
2021 (14 total) 

Fastest lap time in Round Robin play 1x evening lapping session at TMP 

Playoff overall winner 1x evening lapping session at TMP 
1x 2 hour of free sim time at HIP 
1x OTA t-shirt 

Playoff lower bracket winner 1 evening lapping session at TMP 
1x OTA t-shirt 
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Thank You to Our eSeries Sponsors! 
 

 

 

 

 

 


